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After the new government of Gordon
Campbell was elected in 2003 it
implemented a task force to investigate
restoring the mining industry in British
Columbia.
Subsequent actions and reform
implemented by that government resulted
in a resurgence of mining. These times
brought a potential for prosperity in BC
that still has economic benefits to this day.

OMA President - Mark Oldenburg

Despite the successes of those
recommendations, mining is again under
attack in BC, with more red tape and
roadblocks being created to frustrate the
Notice of Work process.
To quote the mining task force report of
2003:
"The task force acknowledges”:
1- The part time and occasional nature of
much of the provincial placer mining
activity.
2- the duplicate and overlapping interests
of the Federal Department of Fisheries and
Oceans and the province regarding the
highly sensitive issue of protecting fish
habitat.
3- the significant regulatory costs incurred
by MEM relative to modest provincial
revenues from the sector.
4- The need to ensure " best practices"
among placer operators."
Furthermore, the task force went on to
recommend a number of common-sense
changes for the placer mining industry:
a-The Task Force recommends a greater
degree of deregulation in the placer
mining industry for smaller operators (to
be defined as those disturbing less than X
hectares of ground and/or less than Y
cubic meters of material per year,
following consultation), including
associated approvals from other agencies.
b-The Task Force recommends defining
such smaller operations as not constituting
a mine under the Mines Act; therefore, no
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regulation would be required by MEM for
such activities.
c-The Task Force recommends MEM grant
placer miners Free Miners’ Certificates
conditional upon the payment of a fee and the
passing by the applicant of a test
demonstrating knowledge of — and a
commitment to — best placer mining
management practices to be developed by
MEM.
d-The Task Force recommends the
government eliminate placer designation
areas in the province, thereby allowing
placer mining to operate in a two-zone land
use regime of mineral exploration and
mining activities like other mining sectors in
B.C.
In addition, the task for also recommended
that "Provincial requirements for land use
plans, permitting, bonding and reclamation
should be consistent and competitive with
other mining jurisdictions." among other
recommendations to reduce complexity and
confusion in the mining community.
Despite the resurgence of mining in BC after
2003, the complexities of the permitting
process has become discriminating in recent
years. Reclamation Bonds continue to be
confusing and costly. The process almost
seems designed to eliminate small scale
operations altogether. New guidelines for the
prospector such as outlined in update 38 are
overwhelmingly prohibitive.
In effect the government is holding small
scale placer operations to the same level as
large-scale mining projects. There appears to
be an effort to regulate the placer miners out
of business and out of their Constitutional
right to work. It is clear that politics, not
science is dictating policy in Victoria.
We need to work together as a group to
protect our rights as free miners.
Read more about the 2003 task force here
Thank you
Mark Oldenburg – President OMA
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Hi Folks.
Its been an interesting and challenging year for the OMA. The
pandemic caused us to delay in person meetings. However, we have
been keeping in contact with each other and continue to move
forward as best as possible.
So far, we have accomplished
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A graphic for our organization
The Newsletter
Bank Account
Pay Pal
Website
Email Address
Facebook Page and Group
Twitter
LinkedIn
You Tube Channel
Greetings letter to all the districts within the Omineca
Greetings letter to Both MLA’s in Prince George
Greetings letter to Ministers and Mines Critic
Invitation letter for basic membership to various placer
miners

President – Mark Oldenburg
Secretary/Treasurer – Mitch Mortensen
Director – Christopher Warren
Director – Jami Wallace
Honorary Directors (To be voted on)
•
•

OUR BUSINESS OFFERS GRAVEL PRODUCTS
AND GRAVEL DELIVERY SERVICES FOR
Commercial, Industrial And
Residential Customers

Cell#250 997 7936
Email norm@mackenziesandandgravel.ca
mackenziesandandgravel.ca
Here at Mackenzie Gravel, we provide various gravel
products to meet our customers’ needs. Our gravel products
are available at competitive rates. Our office is conveniently
located within the community, so you can reach us whenever
you need us.

The Gold Standard Membership

Richard Wallace
Hank Siegel

I am pleased to announce that our membership is growing. We
continue to seek members including Gold and Silver corporate
memberships throughout the Omineca. It’s a big region and we will
earn their memberships in time.

This One-year Membership includes a
1/4-page ad in the OMA Newsletter for 4
issues.

Permitting issues continues to be the new normal with the addition
of social distancing.
Emergency Response Plans (ERP) must include specific contact
information of inspectors for your region.
We encourage everyone to document and photograph gold rush era
and later era workings on your claims.

Your Company Name Will also be listed
in the Corporate Members Section of our
website.

We have been following a free miner who filed a complaint to the
Human Rights Tribunal concerning the governments duty to
accommodate.

$300.00

We have been in contact with the Mines Critic for the Liberal party
Tom Shypitka. He has invited us to ask a few questions that he may
pitch to the Minister of Mines.
We have been discussing the potential to lobby the government for
equality under the law as it pertains to mining practices in other
Provinces and Territories.
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The siege continues but this
time it is truly viral.

some gold…are we looking at a
repeat of history?

Beaten down by the
coronavirus outbreak, the
world economy in 2020 will
suffer its worst year since the
Great Depression of the
1930s, the International
Monetary Fund says in its
latest forecast.

In just seven weeks, the Trudeau
government has spent more
money then it did in the Second
World War says new data.

This pandemic had led to a
perfect economic storm in favor
of gold values. Gold continues
to climb.

However, I propose that we may
be able to dig our way out.

Bank of America Corp. raised
its 18-month gold-price target
to $3,000 an ounce -- more than
50% above the existing price
record -- in a report titled “The
Fed can’t print gold.”
Not only do we have such a
huge increase in Gold prices but
we also have the fortune (as
Canadians) to do well on the
exchange. Our dollar is heavily
dependant on the price of oil.
Right now, the price for oil is at
an all time low
The Canadian Dollar and crude
oil are strongly correlated. This
means they are often likely to
move in similar directions to
each other.
As well our federal government
is spending billions of dollars to
keep people from hand panning
on main street.
An emergency federal bill to
give the government billions of
dollars to spend to help anxious
workers, families and employers
cope with COVID-19 is now
law.

Mitch Mortensen

In my opinion, no government
has ever borrowed their way out
of debt.

Our government is behaving
much like the Romans. They are
hollowing out our economy
much as the Romans hollowed
out their coins over a millennia
ago.
Investing in a gold claim and
having gold in your hand is
looking more tangible than a
country’s currency in the long
run.
And now our Deputy Minister
of Mines Dave Nikolejsin quits.
In his resignation letter he says
“B.C. is well endowed with
natural resources that the world
needs, If those resources don’t
come from a place like B.C. that
has extremely strong
environmental standards, they
will come from somewhere
else”
The words of our former Deputy
Minister clearly indicates that
B.C. is open for business.
However, he also indicates that
the NDP intend to impose more
regulations.

“A wise man once said it's better to
worry about whether you can do a job
than having a job at the moment.”
- Bob Quin

The Gold Standard Membership

This One-year Membership includes a
1/4-page ad in the OMA Newsletter for 4
issues.

Your Company Name Will also be listed
in the Corporate Members Section of our
website.
$300.00

Mitch Mortensen - Editor

Now it leaves me to question
what this is going to lead to in
the big picture economy?
In the 1930’s people returned to
hand mining the creeks and
rivers of the old timers.
They were all searching for
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First Nations have always been
the underdogs in the corporate
world. We are excellent workers;
However, our traditional way
was hunters and gatherers. Now
is the perfect time to advance our
knowledge by having successful
First Nations mentoring First
Nations.
If your father was a millwright,
pipe-fitter, electrician, engineer
so on, more then likely your
going to follow in his foot prints.
But if your father was a trapper
hunter it would probably be
fitting to say your going to a
trapper hunter.
I can take a graduate (ex. of
UBC) born and raised in the city,
with no knowledge of life skills
in the wilderness, into the most
northern communities, such as
Tsay Keh Dene and bring him
into the wild with a young First
Nation for a couple weeks with
an axe, knife and rifle. Two
things I know for sure is that the
graduate will come out skilled in
survival in the wild.
I take the same young First
Nation and put him in the
environment of industry, he will
more than likely fail due to the
simple fact it’s a whole different
world that he has never
experienced before.
Why is it he can teach life skills
in the forest and yet he doesn’t
receive the same level of
mentorship when he attempts to
pursue a career choice in
industry?
Well, the short answer is
ignorance of culture. Throwing
him into the industrial revolution
and expecting him to learn how
to survive is setting him up to
fail. It’s one thing to survive in
the industry but he needs to
know about finance, credit,
Industry standard, safety policies
and procedures.
The industrial revolution has
been

around for 150 years and we
should not expect him to learn
that when his resume will
probably read “I know how to
trap and hunt.” Makes the
playing field very unfair…
Hank Siegel
I was fortunate enough to grow
up in a community with a topnotch education. I worked
weekends and summer holidays
in the paper mill. Being forth
generation paper maker was a
bonus. I worked my way up from
tree planter to management to
ownership role as president of
Sagkeeng share holders.
I was taught these skills from my
father, grandfather and uncles.
We were very fortunate, but I
never lost my culture of being
hunter and gather. I also never
had a First Nation quit on me.
Why? simply put, I knew exactly
where he came from and exactly
where I needed to start training
him from. I call it ground zero.
First thing taught was work
ethics and reliability. Being on
time was essential for survival
on a relief schedule. Sounds
stupid right? Well actually it’s
not. Getting them into a routine
was critical. They needed to
know that. Your talking to a
person whose concept of time
was based on the four seasons
and four directions.
First Nations mentoring First
Nations is crucial to
reconciliation. What was taken
away was the ability to parent
and guide our children. How can
someone parent when they were
never parented themselves?
I am currently working on a
document of First Nations
Training Program Outline which
is intended to offer preemployment training to address
social issues of addiction and
intergenerational trauma.

Silver Membership
This One Year Membership includes
a business card size ad in the OMA
newsletter for 4 issues. Your name or
Company Name in the Corporate
Members Section of our site.
$100.00

www.orebc.com
We are a junior Canadian exploration company with a strong
portfolio of precious and base metal properties within BC.
Chris Warren – President

info@orebc.com
(250)-877-2154

I strongly believe we can achieve
a level of working relationships
based on understanding and
respect for cultural differences.
- Hank Siegel
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My first experience with the
Omineca area was in the early
1970’s when I worked for B.C.
Forest Products in Mackenzie,
B.C. I was doing timber and
other resource mapping and
evaluation throughout their
operating areas. My job in the
Omineca-Manson area was to
map the timber resources and
wildlife habitat and potential
conflicts with the other users of
the land. I’ve always been
interested in the cultural and
geological history of the areas I
worked in. The MansonOmineca area has proved to be
fascinating in both of these
historic aspects.
For this article, I’ll concentrate
on the geologic history, as the
cultural history, particularly the
“gold rush” eras, has been well
documented by others. There
are two not so common books
that I will mention about the
cultural history of the area.
First, there is Ralph Hall’s
book, “Goldseekers” published
in 1978. The other book is “So
we bought the town” also
published in 70’s or 80’s, I
think. I can’t remember the
authors name but she was the
Manson Creek storekeeper in
the 50’s and 60’s and later
moved to Fort Saint James,
where she was postmistress.
So, lets get on with the “natural
history” of the area. We’ll
begin with some broader scale
stuff that happened a long, long
time ago…
The earths surface consists of a
number of “tectonic plates” that
slowly float around like ice
floes on a cold ocean. About
250 million years ago, the
western edge of North America
(at least in B.C.) was a
relatively low-lying flat area
bordering a shallow sea.
Abought that time, another
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plate, coming in from the
southwest, collided with North
America and, over the next 50
million years or so, scraped
against North America in a
northwest direction and, as it
was harder and heavier than the
edge of the Norht American
plate, it slid under and lifted the
western part of the North
American plate.
This was the origin of the
Rocky Mountains and the seam
between the two plates is called
the Rocky Mountain Trench.
So, the Rockies are about 200250 million years old.
West of the Trench, the
Wolverine Range, the Omineca
Mountains and the entire
manson-Omineca area has a
much older geologic history,

about 450 million years.
Also, its not made of
sedimentary rocks (shale,
limestone, etc.) like the
Rockies, but of igneous and
metamorphic layers that
originated from deep cracks in
the earths surface, which
allowed molten rock from the
earths core to seep upward and
melt or “cook” the surface
rocks
Around these hot cracks, many
metals were concentrated by the
heat and pressure. As these
areas cooled, veins of heavy
metals were concentrated near
the cracks. This we see today in
the metal rich areas east of
Quesnel and Williams Lake and
in very similar

areas from Mount Milligan and
Philip Creek northwest into the
Manson-Germansen area and
on in the same direction to
Discovery Creek, the upper
Mesilika and onto the upper
Finlay and Toodoggone areas.
So, all these areas have been
sitting there for over 400
million years, just waiting for
us to come along and find them.
But they are not all that easy to
find.
Lets jump ahead to relatively
recent times, just a couple
hundred thousand years ago, to
the beginning of the “Great Ice
Age”, when most of what is
now Canada and even some of
the northern U.S.A. was
covered with ice that in some
places got to be about 1 mile
deep. As the ice layers

thickened in some areas, they
moved outward into drier areas
where there was less ice.
Here in northern B.C., the coast
mountain ranges were the
wettest (just like today) and as
the ice cap got thicker there, it
slowly pushed northeastward.
As the ice moved forward, it
ground away the surface layers
of soil, gravel, and rock and
often bounced over the thicker
areas or rock ridges,
compacting this mixture, which
we call glacial till, under and
ahead of the ice sheet. Where
metal rich areas were
encountered, the ice sometimes
just bounced over them. In
other areas, the metals were
pushed down into cracks in the
rocks, and in other areas, just
ground up and mixed with the

Manson Lakes
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glacial till.
Times weren’t consistently cold
and icy. There were several
warm periods called interglacial
melt periods, when much of the
ice melted, creating creeks and
rivers on, in and under the ice
where pieces of gold were
deposited with the stream
gravels. During some of these
times, the climate and
landscape was probably much
like it is today.
Then the cold came again,
bringing ice and glaciers as
before. Some scientists believe
that we are in just another of
those interglacial melt periods
today, and, in a few thousand
years, the ice will once again be
up to a mile thick in this area.
However, that may be, the last

200 thousand years or so has
created a complex variety of
landforms and stream channels
in the Omineca area.
The aboriginal inhabitants of
the Omineca area lived on the
land and subsisted on the local
plants and animals and traded
some things they had for goods
from surrounding peoples, for
instance, salmon from the
nearby Pacific watersheds. The
first influx of European people
was associated with the fur
trade and there really weren’t
very many of those people. The
first big intrusion of outsiders in
the Manson-Omineca area came
in response to the discovery of
gold. First on the lower Parsnip
river in 1861, then on the
Omineca in 1869. The 1870’s
saw such a rush of people into

the area that there were more
people in the region in the late
1870’s than there are today.
This gold was “placer gold”,
so named because it occurred
in small “nuggets” or in fine
grains in the gavel bars of
streams and could be separated
from the sand and gravel by
“panning” or “sluicing” with
water. This placer gold was
deposited in these locations by
the glacial runoff during the
melt periods. Understand the
complex situation of modern
streams and buried channels of
earlier interglacial streams was
very useful and profitable in
the 1870’s and even more so
in the later “Omineca gold
rushes” of the 1930’s and
1970’s and it is still useful
today. - Jim Tuck

Osilinka River Valley
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Mitch - What inspired your
interest in Archaeology?
Marty - Well, my mom and dad
were doing this work for most
of my life. We did a lot of
camping along both sides of the
lake.
Mitch-So you grew up with
seeing such history everyday?
Marty-Yes, I am not a full
archeologist. I studied some
courses but I learned along the
way. I have done a lot of work
on the reservoir along the
beaches to Mackenzie.
Mitch-What type of sites do
you find?

Marty-The burnt rocks and
scattered little flakes indicate a
day camp or hunting camp. We
do find spear tips and
arrowheads for smaller game.
Some the rocks were found in
FSJ and Mount Edziza. The
glass arrowheads we find are
from Mount Edziza. The team
has identified ancient trading
networks. One trending to the
West and another to the South
West
Mitch-Are these campsites
located along rivers and creeks
or are they well above the
water ways?

Mitch- Could these be an
ancient trade network?

Marty-A few of the camps
were located at what would be
considered high above the river
now reservoir. I am sure there
are sites under that reservoir.

Marty-Yes, it is interesting how
that came to be now. We are
finding new things to us but its
so old. The team found a
network of sites as old as
11,000 ago.

The variable arrowheads found
along the beaches war area at
one point at different beaches
because of the differences in
styles of arrowheads that our
team have found.

Mitch-How do you identify
these campsites?

I asked a lot of questions.

Marty-Campsites

Marty Izony
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Lyle, Andrew and I found the spearhead. Dated to about 10000 BC
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The Omineca Miner

Saturday September 16/1911

Incorporate Noted Group
Important Announcement Regarding Flotation of American Boy Property – Local Men In ControlProminent Hazelton Mining Men Will Direct Affairs of Harris Mines Ltd., Which Acquires American
Boy Group On West Slope of Nine Mile Mountain
An important event in the
history of the Nine-mile camp
is the flotation of the wellknown American Boy group,
which is to be developed by a
company now in process of
incorporation. The corporation
is to be styled Harris Mines
Limited, the name being
eminently suitable, since the
property is already best known
as the Harris group, the
brothers of that name and their
partner, Jack Mullan, being the
discoverers and owners of this,
the first group located on the
west slope of Nine-mile
mountain. The property
consists of eight claims, and its
merits are well known. Success
may be confidently predicted
for the new mining company.

Property Is Promising
The Miner is not given to
indiscriminate "boosting", but
in justice to the property in
which the public will soon be
given an opportunity to become
interested it must be stated that
the American Boy group is one
of the best prospective mines in
Omineca district, an
endorsement which will be
sufficient for those who are
familiar with the prospects of
this country, The owners have
already developed the property
to a point where more extensive
capital is necessary, and have
uncovered four veins which
present great possibilities for
the extraction of ore. The veins
all carry silver-lead

ores, with values well above the
pay limit.
Handled by New Firm
In connection with the
incorporation of the American
Boy, the announcement is made
that a new mining firm is to be
formed in Hazelton, primarily
for the purpose of developing
the Harris Mines. The style of
the firm is Rosenthal, Harris &
DeVoin, from which it will be
seen that although the firm is a
new one the members require
no introduction to the people of
the district, among whom their
standing is of the best. Those
comprising the firm are G. A.
Rosenthal, who has been here
for twelve years, and was
formerly successful in mining
in California; W. S.

(Duke) Harris and Hugh A.
Harris, two of the well known
and popular Harris brothers,
and L. L. DeVoin. The three
last named gained their first
experience of mining in the
early days of the Rossland
camp, and their experience
since that time has been such as
to fit them in every respect to
handle the proposition they
have undertaken. Louis DeVoin
is to become office manager of
the concern, a position for
which he is exceptionally
qualified. Under the guidance
of these men the mine should
prosper, and may be expected
to figure as a big shipper when
transportation is available.
R. J. McDonell has gone to
Victoria on business. He is
expected to return in about two
weeks.

Leaving nine Mile Mountain near Hazelton
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Wendy Tilden Quick

Before Rossland was
incorporated, two prospectors
from nearby Dewdney Trail
discovered gold began the rush
at the Le Roi mine in 1890.
While working the Lily May
Mine along the Dewdney Trail
South of what is today Rossland,
the prospectors decided to
explore the slopes of Red
Mountain. Several Gossan
deposits were exposed at the
surface but was ignored by
former prospectors. In one single
day two prospectors Bourjouis
and Morris staked claims on the
Le Roi, Center Star, War Eagle,
Idaho and Virginia claims.
Colonel Topping bought the Le
Roi mine in lieu of the $12.50
recording fee, and then resold it
to a Spokane company for
$30,000. Once they developed
the mine, the town of Rossland
was born.

In 1898 the Le Roi mine was
sold to the British American
Corporation for just over three
million dollars. Once the mine
was in production the Le Roi
stock jumped from .50 cents a
share to $40 very quickly.
Eventually the population of
Rossland exploded due to the
gold fever. It became one of the
largest cities in Western Canada.
The Rossland mines were world
famous in those days and was
worked for 40 years. A smelter
was built in the valley below
which was called Trail Creek
(named after Dewdney Trail)
and in the present day called
Trail. The Canadian Pacific
Railway bought the smelter in
Trail and the Red Mountain,
Columbia and Northwestern
Railways. The construction of
the Canadian Pacific's Crowsnest

line brought lower cost coal and
coke to the Trail smelter.
Le-Roi No.2 company was
formed in 1900 to operate the
Josie and several other claims.
There was a lull in production in
1901 for 9 months due to a
miner's union strike. After the
strike, production peaked in
1902 but ore grades declined
since the mines had reached their
depths. A few of the mines were
purchased in 1906 by the
Consolidated Mining and
Smelting Company of Canada in
Trail. The Le Roi Mine was the
most productive in the district
but was closed in 1910 and then
acquired by Cominco in 1911.
Cominco also obtained the Josie
Mine in 1923. . The mines
operated until 1942 when they
were finally closed. Mines of
Red Mountain in Rossland

were explored in the 1960s but it
was found to be nothing that
would justify a re-opening of the
mines.
An estimated 6.2 million tons of
ore which was averaged
including 0.47 ounces of gold,
0.6 ounces of silver and 1
percent copper. Most of it came
from the 4 large mines including
Le Roi. Although mining in
Rossland discontinued,
neighboring Trail smelting
continues to the present day.
Sullivan Mines was acquired by
Cominco in 1909 and smelting
there began in 1910. Production
of zinc, lead and pyrite
concentrates were at Kimberley
and increased these materials
until the 1920s and 1930s.
Environmental concerns erupted
due to damage of agriculture in
neighboring Washington State
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which led to an international
agreement in 1927. Cominco
developed fertilizer as a new
product from the emissions of
the sulfur dioxide. The fertilizer
plant still exists in the present
day (in Warfield) separately
from the smelter plant in Trail.
The Trail facilities in the Second
World War was instrumental in
the supply of critical materials to
the allies. Project P9 as it was
called produced heavy water for
the Manhattan Project but was
never used to produce bombs
dropped in Japan or used for
testing bombs in 1945. The Trail
plant continued to produce heavy
water until 1956. The post-war
saw modernization of the Trail

operations. Sullivan Mine
reserves were exhausted and
therefore was closed in 2001.
However, the Red Dog Mine in
Northern Alaska began to be
smelted in 1991, leading to a
joint venture with Cominco and
N.A.N.A Regional Corporation.
The Red Dog is one of the
world's largest zinc mines and is
a major source for the Teck
Resources in Trail.
The writer has observed from the
area of Rossland traces of
mining on the South slope of
Red Mountain, which is certain
there are old relics there. The
Rossland Museum and
Discovery Centre was built on
what was the Black Bear Mine,
which is historic and part of the
Canadian Centennial project.

An underground mine tour was
in operation of the Black Bear
Mine which ran from 1967 until
2009. It had to be permanently
closed in 2010 because the
property owners could not come
up with the necessary upgrades
to continue. Teck Metals Ltd.
donated $700,00 for a project for
renewal called “The Mine
Experience.” It will replace the
underground tour with an aboveground interactive exhibition.
This project is expected to be
constructed in 2021 and
completed in early 2022.
The Rossland Museum and
Discover Centre allows people to
explore the history of Rossland
in its early days to present day. It
has many features such as a

Geology section to aid in
learning about the mineral
formations around the globe. It
also has a Nature wall to
discover the local plants and
covers the social and cultural
history including breeding
Olympic ski champions. You can
discover the origins of the West
Kootenay Power and Light
Company which powered the
Rossland mines when they were
in operation. There is also a wing
in the museum dedicated to the
Cominco Smelter from when it
was the Consolidated Mining
and Smelting Company from
1896 to its present day known as
Teck. And this is not all, more
features and exhibits including
taking you outdoors featuring a
large compressor that was once
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in operation in the smelter in
Trail before electricity. It
continues on an outdoor tour
where you can explore the
industrial history of Rossland.
Along with the large
compressor you can view a
CPR Caboose to the Geology
Building and Le Roi Tool
Warehouse, find out the
practices and tools used to mine
the vast quantities of gold and
other minerals from the depths
of Red Mountain.
Note: The Rossland area
comprises of a succession of
mafic volcanic rocks of early
Jurassic age. It extends in an
arcuate belt South from Nelson
to Salmo and West to
Rossland-Trail are in SouthEastern British Columbia. It
includes a succession of coursegrained clastic rocks of
Archibald formation. It has a
variety of various igneous
rocks, but the most important
deposit types are the goldcopper veins.

-Wendy Tilden Quick

Entrance to Le Roi Mine
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Daniel Marshall

Published in the
ORCA February
16/2019

How 75 pounds of gold dust
sparked the transformation
of the B.C. Interior

The SS Marten, build on Little Shuswap Lake in 1866 to convey gold seekers
to the mining town of Seymour

Some years ago, I started a mission of
exploration.
I headed to the small community of Seymour
Arm (previously Ogdenville, Seymour City) in
Shuswap Lake country in search of a trail my
great-great-great Uncle William built during the
Big Bend gold rush of 1865-66 for the Crown
Colony of British Columbia.
For years, I wondered whether it still existed.
The trailhead apparently started at the instant
gold rush town of Seymour City, crossing the
Monashee Mountains to the Columbia River. I
was also determined to find out more about
this particular gold rush, it seeming to have
escaped larger notice.
I not only found the trail itself, but the
significant impact it had on opening the
Interior for early non-Native settlement.
Indeed, as I was to discover, the forgotten Big
Bend gold flurry was the signal event that
reshaped the Interior grasslands of British
Columbia – promoted by a Colonial Office
official parachuted into B.C. to kickstart the
failing economy.
The remarkable story of Arthur Nonus Birch
(later Sir Arthur) is not only a tale worth telling,
but one that would leave its substantial mark on
the province.
A career civil servant, impeccably wellconnected within Colonial Office circles in
London, Birch came to British Columbia in 1864
with newly-appointed Governor Frederick
Seymour, the successor to James Douglas.

Seymour Arm, BC, was named for Governor Frederick Seymour
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The Colonial Office List for
1877 reveals Birch intimately
knew and worked for some of
the highest authorities in
imperial governance, including
four separate cabinet members
who had been secretary of state
for the colonies. Birch’s
brother, the Reverend H.M.
Birch, had been tutor to the
Prince of Wales.
With respect to the new
Governor of British Columbia,
Birch recalled:
Fred Seymour, who I knew as
Governor of Honduras, a
brother of General Sir
Francis Seymour, was
appointed first Governor, and
specially asked that I should
be allowed to leave from the
Colonial Office to go out with
him and start the new
Government on Downing
Street lines.
Before leaving for British
Columbia, Birch had co-edited
The Colonial Office List for
1863 – an annual publication
that included the “Rules and
Regulations for Her Majesty’s
Colonial Service” – thus
testifying to his expertise in
such matters. So it was no
surprise that Birch would
become acting Governor during
Seymour’s absence.
But to ensure this transfer of
power, Seymour appointed
Birch the Colonial Secretary
– considered the highest
official within the B.C.
executive council –giving him
all responsibility and
authority for the
administration of the colony.
Prior to the Big Bend rush,
there had been significant gold
strikes in the vicinity of Rock
Creek, which compelled
Governor Douglas to construct
a viable trail from Hope to the
Similkameen District (“The
Dewdney Trail”), to prevent the
gold from being diverted south
of the 49th parallel – always a
problem for colonial
authorities.

In 1864, the year of his arrival,
Arthur Birch commanded an
official exploratory party to the
Kootenay region to see
firsthand the new gold diggings
of Wild Horse Creek, but also
was particularly concerned to
establish an all-British route to
these mines. In the Colonial
Secretary’s unpublished
reminiscences, the threat of
American annexation of this
new gold district once again
demanded action:
We received Californian
papers reporting great gold
discoveries on the spurs of
the Rockies in the Kootenay
district. As far as we could
gather from old maps, the
country described was in
British territory. The rude
maps of those days made it
very difficult to decide
satisfactorily. . . [but we]
became anxious, with the idea
that if the reported mines
were in or near the boundary,
Americans would annex them.
. . . I suggested that, as I had
been a prisoner in New
Westminster for some four
months, I should undertake a
journey of discovery . . .
As with the Fraser Rush of
1858, American interests were
again threatening to siphon off
the lucrative trade south of the
border – and Birch’s expedition
confirmed that the only way to
get there was through the
United States.
At this juncture in B.C.’s
development, no practicable
British route existed to the
Columbia River region. This
became the driving necessity of
the Seymour/Birch
administration.
When the Official Kootenay
Expedition returned, Birch and
his exploring party delivered 75
pounds of gold dust into the
treasury, the colonial revenue
quickly collected from the Wild
Horse gold fields. In Birch’s
words: “We were the first
Gold Escort direct from the
Rocky Mountains to the
seaboard of the Colony.”

Arthur Birch

The delivery of such incredible
wealth immediately drew the
attention of both colonial and
imperial authorities, along with
the local press. The British
Colonist published the entire
report and agreed with the need
for an all-British route.
The trail by way of Rock
Creek is not the one which
will enable the traders of
Vancouver Island and British
Columbia to compete with
their American neighbors. . . .
we could not, with our
present routes, however
improved, place goods in the
Kootenay mines anything like
so cheap as the packers and
traders from Oregon. It
devolves, therefore, on the
Government of the
neighboring colony to
discover if possible a line of
transit that will reduce the
land travel nearly one-half.
Ultimately, as gold discoveries
moved from the Wild Horse
diggings towards the Big Bend,
he favoured connecting the
Columbia gold fields via
Kamloops and Shuswap.
The government was compelled
to plot an all-British route to

the mines via Kamloops and
Shuswap, and open the
agricultural capabilities of the
Interior to supply the gold
fields, instead of continuing to
import everything from the
United States.
If the colony was to survive and
thwart American expansion,
land settlement had to occur
quickly.
The gold colony reached its
critical moment.
Birch subsequently became
acting governor during
Seymour’s lengthy absence
from British Columbia, and
during this time Birch both
largely instigated and
authorized all public works
connected with this new gold
rush. Writing to the Colonial
Office, Birch confirmed:
I have the honor to report
that extensive Gold fields
have been discovered on that
portion of the Columbia River
commonly known as ‘Big
Bend’. . . . The excitement
prevailing in California and
throughout the neighbouring
Territory convinced me of the
necessity of opening
communication with these
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From this moment, the ranching
industry took off, while at the
same time becoming the
impetus for reducing the size of
early Kamloops and Shuswap
Indian reserves. The validity of
these reductions are still being
argued in court today.
From the colonial perspective,
non-native settlement had been
slow, as gold rushes were
notorious for quickly booming
and suddenly busting. But with
Birch, the progress of the
colony had seemingly been
jump-started and “Downing
Street lines” considered it all “a
very excellent performance for
a Colony 8 years old.”
In my opinion, the significance
of this gold rush has not been
given the attention it deserves.
The colonial administration was
under huge pressure to succeed
(as previously under Douglas),
and building roads to new
goldfields continued, even at
the risk of incurring further
debt.
mines without delay and in
time to enable the Merchants
to throw in supplies before
the ‘rush’ of miners fairly
commenced.
Thus, a new gold rush mania
had swept British Columbia,
with the local press trumpeting
upwards of 10,000 gold seekers
anticipated in the summer of
1865. The British
Columbian newspaper in
January 1866 proclaimed: “The
Big Bend diggings are the all
absorbing theme. Everybody
talks about them, thinks about
them, dreams about them, and
every available human being
is going to them at the
earliest possible moment.”
The general mania that
propelled the colonial
government both secured and
built the new “Big Bend
highway” that branched off the
better-known Cariboo Road at
Cache Creek to Savona, then by

steamship through the
Kamloops and Shuswap
territories, ultimately to the
instant town of Seymour City.
From here a trail was then
constructed to the Columbia,
with the added possibility of
connecting the whole road
system not only to the Fraser
network, but with Canada itself.
As with much of my groundtruthing historical research,
serendipity would strike.
Having made it to the little
community of ‘Seymour City’,
I surveyed the landscape for
clues to its gold rush past.
The pilings remained for the
wharf constructed to
accommodate the arrival of
steamships – but where was the
trail?
I asked questions at the local
pub, but no one seemed to
know – until I met a third-

generation trapper who knew
the country intimately.
He was rather shocked to
discover my interest, quickly
rolled out his maps, and
pointing with a finger directed
me on how best to find the
original trail bed. Apparently,
he was the only remaining
person in Seymour Arm to
know of its existence!
The very next day, a colleague
and I bushwhacked off the road
and quickly found ourselves
standing on a remnant of this
long-forgotten route!
Though the Big Bend rivaled
the better-known Cariboo gold
fields only for a brief period,
this flurry of activity was
crucial.

The alternative, of course, were
the thousands of potential
Americans ready to assert their
own sovereignty north of the
49th parallel if the British had
not done so.
As for the question of
Indigenous sovereignty – that
remains to this day.
A fifth-generation British
Columbian, Daniel Marshall
is an author, professor,
curator, documentarian, and
researcher focusing on
British Columbia’s relatively
untold but rich history. He is
a recognized leader and
award-winning researcher on
historic Native-Newcomer
relations, and their evolution
and implications on
Aboriginal rights today.

It brought increasing awareness
of the absolute importance of
fostering agricultural settlement
to undercut American interests.
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As told by Bill Barly in Gold
Trails and Ghost towns there is
what is known as the Lost
Chinese mine in this area.
This mine is known to have
recovered several hundred
pounds of course gold.
Two Chinese in 1864 crossed
over at 4 mile. Crossed over the
north fork of the river and went
up past Kangaroo Gulch and
disappeared into the hills. They
returned a few days later loaded
down with leather pokes of
gold. It was coarse lead gold.
According to Au Tip and Au
Tom (China Tom) their
discovery was somewhere in
those hills North of Quesnel
Forks. It was about 9-10 miles
from Quesnel Forks.
The ground was what they call
half dry diggings. So, they
would use a rocker there rather
than a sluice. It was probably a
high ancient channel.
It was so rich they mined from
1864-1867. By that time, they
had achieved multi millionaire
status in Chinese. They went
back to Canton (known as
Guangzhou now) and lived very
well. They intended to retire in
luxury. The older Chinese died
and the younger Chinese stayed
until 1871.
He returned to Quesnel Forks in
1871 but the country had
changed. A devastating forest
fire in 1869 had destroyed all
the land marks he had used.
He looked for the remainder of
his days and never did find it.
The last of the Chinese that
looked for the mine up to 1950’s

Quesnel Forks – Painted by Whymper Frederick 1864
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For Sale

Regional Contacts for Health and Safety Inspectors

Placer Tenure#1064787. This
placer property is one cell on
the Fraser River. Full road
access including room to camp.
It is located 10.7km north of
Lytton on Hwy/BC-12N.
Minfile No 0921SW072 is
associated with this tenure.
Please send an offer to
ominecaminingassociation@gm
ail.com and it will be forwarded
on to the claim owner for
consideration.

Northeast /Central Region:
By email: mmd-PrinceGeorge@gov.bc.ca
Brian Oke, Senior Health, Safety and Environment Inspector, (P)
250-565-4387, (C) 250-640-8299
Email: Brian.Oke@gov.bc.ca
Bambi Spyker, Health, Safety and Environment Inspector
(P) 250-565-6131, (C) 250-981-4550
Email: Bambi.Spyker@gov.bc.ca
Victor Koyanagi, Senior Inspector of Mines, Authorization, (P)250
565-4323, (C) 250-612-7232
Email: Victor.Koyanagi@gov.bc.ca
Northwest Region:
By email: mmd-Smithers@gov.bc.ca
Doug Flynn, Senior Inspector of Mines, Health & Safety, Phone:
250 847-7386, Cell 250-877-9747
Email: Doug.Flynn@gov.bc.ca
Scott Parker, Inspector of Mines, Health & Safety,
Phone: 250 847-7453, Cell: 250-877-3363
Email: Scott.R.Parker@gov.bc.ca

Elected Representatives
Member of Parliament

smresources.ca

Snowshoe Mountain Resources
Consulting / Health and Safety Services / Investment Opportunities
In the office
•
•
•
•
•

Tenure Management
Research
Notice of Work Applications (NOW)
Statement of Work Filings (SOW)
Health & Safety programs (COR, SECOR, Single
Operator)

In the field
•
•
•

Physical Work
Project Layout
Mine Management

Bob Zimmer
Phone 250 787 1195
Email Bob.Zimmer.C1A@parl.gc.ca
Taylor Bachrach
Phone 250 877 4140
Email taylor.bachrach@parl.gc.ca
Todd Doherty
https://www.todddoherty.ca/
Legislative Assembly of British Columbia
Minister of Mines Bruce Ralston
Phone 604 586 2740
Bruce.Ralston.MLA@leg.bc.ca
MLA Shirley Bond
Phone 250 612 4181
Email Shirley.bond.MLA@leg.bc.ca
MLA Mike Morris
Phone 250 612 4194
Email mike.morris@leg.bc.ca

(250) 988-1325
smresources@live.ca
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